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Companies and organisations, who wish to participate in the conference, must state this by 20.05.2012. The conference fee for non-university organisations is 200 Euro. The companies are allowed to present papers, posters and/or exhibitions as well as to publish advertisements in the conference programme and proceedings.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

A paper template is available on the conference WEB site, on page “Submission Requirements”.

- Language – English.
- Font - Arial.
- Page Setup - Top: 2 cm, Bottom: 2 cm, Inside: 2 cm, Outside: 2 cm.
- Paper Size - A4.
- Paragraph first line - Format, Paragraph, Special: First Line, By: 1 cm.
- Header – as in the sample paper on the Web site.
- One blank line on the first page below Header - Font Size 14.
- Title - Font Size 14, Centred, Bold.
- Author’s first name and family name - Font Size 12, Centered.
- One blank line.
- Abstract - Font Size 10, Italic, 5-6 lines.
- Keywords - Font Size 10, Italic, 1-2 lines.
- One blank line.
- Paper layout - Font Size 12.
- Five blank lines at the end of the first page (first page only) - Font Size 12.
- After the References - Names of authors, degrees, place of work, phone and e-mail.
- The figures (black and white) must be in a widespread PC format, integrated in the text, with numbers and captions centred beneath them.
- The tables must have numbers and captions above them, aligned right.
- The equations must be numbered – with numbers in brackets aligned to the right.
- The referencing in the paper to literature sources must be indicated by figures in square brackets.
- The references must be in alphabetical order of the surnames of the first author and must follow the bibliographic IEEE standards of journals.
- Pages must not be numbered.
- Footer – as in the example paper on the Web site.
- Number of pages – up to 8, incl. the abstract.
- Format – PDF.

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS will include only papers, which meet all formatting requirements and are accepted by the CompSysTech’12 Programme Committee. It will be traditionally published by ACM PRESS and registered in the US CONGRESS LIBRARY.

CONFERENCE FEE

100 EUR for a single paper (75 EUR for TN ECET, ETN DEC and ETN TRICE Partners). A person could be an author or co-author of maximum of 3 papers. Please check on the web site for discounts on multiple papers.

The fee should be paid in cash in EUR or BGN at the conference registration.

IMPORTANT DATES

- 31.03.2012 – paper submission deadline (papers must be in English in PDF format) - HARD;
- 11.05.2012 – announcing results & giving authors an access to their reviews;
- 22-23.06.2012 – conducting the Conference;
- 30.06.2012 – camera-ready (final version) paper submission – HARD;
- 31.08.2012 – publishing accepted papers by ACM PRESS.

PARTICIPATION OF COMPANIES

Companies and organisations, who wish to participate in the conference, must state this by 20.05.2012. The conference fee for non-university organisations is 200 Euro. The companies are allowed to present papers, posters and/or exhibitions as well as to publish advertisements in the conference programme and proceedings.

CONTACT INFORMATION

All e-mails concerning financial questions should be addressed to sai@fnts-bg.org

All e-mails concerning accommodation requests should be addressed to office@hotel-riga.com

Any special enquiries can be directed to:

Boris Rachev – Bob_Ra@acm.org OR

Todor Stoilov – Todor@hsi.iccs.bas.bg

IMPORTANT

Further information is available at http://www.compsystech.org/